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SIZE: Approximately 850 square feet  RATE:  $2.25 per square foot per month, NNN

TERM:  3 - 5 years     NNN:  Estimated to be $1.09 per square foot per month

PARKING:  7 shared spaced                           AVAILABLE:  Immediately

3400 Overland 
Avenue

Property Characteristics 

• Great street visibility with 
   signage available

• Ample shared parking for 
  retail center

• Right off the 10 freeway from the
   Overland exit

• Active, walkable community
  with popular local amenities

• Located in a dense population
  with heavy foot and auto traffic
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POPULATION               1-MILE RADIUS          3-MILE RADIUS                      5-MILE RADIUS

2026 Projected Population              55,976     312,141   813,998
2021 Estimated Population              55,923    312,708   813,980
2010 Census Population             52,686    299,100   770,679
Growth 2021-2026               0.09%    -0.18%    0.00%
Growth 2010-2021               6.14%    4.55%    5.62%
2021 ESTIMATED HOUSEHOLD INCOME $50,000 +
$50,000-$74,999       16.87%    14.33%     13.77%
$75,000-$99,000       17.15%    13.07%    11.49%
$100,000 +                37.64%           38.02%        46.97%
TOTAL                 71.66%           65.42%        72.23%
2021 Estimated Average HH Income             $105,950    $122,948   $123,920
2021 Estimated Households              25,768           136,964    363,682
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City Highlights 
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is a densely populated 
neighborhood with a current 
population of 42,545. It’s located 
on the Westside of L.A., just north 
of Culver City. To the south is 
Cheviot Hills, Beverlywood and 
Rancho Park. To the east, you’ll 
find Mid City, and to the west is 
Mar Vista and Venice. Palm has 
an average age range of 19 to 
35 years old and is primarily for 
singles or small families. 

Palms has an endless supply 
of entertainment from dining 
to nightlife and everything in 
between — there’s never a dull 
moment here. There are many 
popular dining areas in the 
neighborhood, such as The Irish 
Times Pub & Restaurant, Lobster 
& Beer and The Doughroom, 
known for its pizza, craft beer and 
use of local ingredients.

PALMS


